
Flat Trumpet Or Baritone: Accent On
Achievement
The flat trumpet and baritone are two brass instruments with a similar
range. Both instruments are played by blowing air through a mouthpiece,
and they both have a slide that is used to change the pitch. However, there
are some key differences between the two instruments.

Flat Trumpet



The flat trumpet is a member of the trumpet family, and it is pitched in Bb.
This means that it sounds one whole step lower than a standard trumpet.
The flat trumpet is often used in jazz and big band music, as it provides a
mellower sound than the standard trumpet.
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The flat trumpet has a slightly wider bore than the standard trumpet, and it
also has a longer bell. This gives it a warmer, more mellow sound than the
standard trumpet. The flat trumpet is also easier to play than the standard
trumpet, as it requires less air pressure to produce a sound.

Baritone
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The baritone is a member of the tuba family, and it is pitched in Bb. This
means that it sounds one whole step lower than the trombone. The
baritone is often used in brass bands and concert bands, as it provides a
rich, mellow sound.

The baritone has a larger bore than the trumpet, and it also has a longer
bell. This gives it a deeper, more mellow sound than the trumpet. The
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baritone is also more difficult to play than the trumpet, as it requires more
air pressure to produce a sound.

Which Instrument Is Right For You?

If you are interested in learning to play a brass instrument, the flat trumpet
or baritone may be a good choice for you. Both instruments are relatively
easy to learn to play, and they both have a wide range of uses.

Here are some factors to consider when choosing between the flat trumpet
and the baritone:

The sound: The flat trumpet has a brighter, more mellow sound than
the baritone. The baritone has a deeper, more mellow sound than the
flat trumpet.

The difficulty: The flat trumpet is easier to play than the baritone. The
baritone is more difficult to play than the flat trumpet.

The price: The flat trumpet is less expensive than the baritone. The
baritone is more expensive than the flat trumpet.

Ultimately, the best way to choose between the flat trumpet and the
baritone is to try both instruments and see which one you prefer.
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